1975 Chevy C65 Truck with Hoist

1983 Ford F-250 with Service Body
8N Ford – Running when parked
1985 GMC 2 Ton

1994 Chevy 2500 Silverado 4WD
1994 Blue Ford F-350

Bale Conveyor
Ford 8N (Bekker)
Black Service Body

Car Body 2
Car Body 1
Chevy Box with Topper

Eversman Scraper
Forklift Attachment

2 Hopper Bottom Grain Bins
1982 Green 2-Ton Ford

International 666 with Post Pounder
2001 Yamaha Grizzly ATV
Oil Drum Rack with Oil Drums

Self-propelled Plot Seeder
1957 Power Wagon with Soil Sampling Attachment
Versatile 145